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#1punt5 climate videos
In the climate video series #1punt5 academics
reflect on global warming of 1.5 ℃ from the
perspective of their discipline. Short clips -- 1.5
minutes each -- aim to illustrate the myriad
impacts of climate change as well as its solutions.
Two videos are now online.
Prof. Denise de Ridder, professor of Psychology,
in the first video discusses how people regulate their behaviour. This knowledge can
be used to positively influence how people behave with regards to global warming.
“The university can do this by always offering employees a train ride as an
alternative to flying for trips in Europe.” Her advice for the university would be to
make it easier and more attractive to act climate-friendly.
In the second video, polar researcher dr. Peter Kuipers-Munneke discusses how
rising sea levels, caused by global warming, pose a threat to water management
systems in the Netherlands. “If the planetary temperature rises more than 1.5
degrees, we should prepare our country for a sea level rise of several meters in the
coming centuries. That has a chance of success, but against a high price and
potentially with major societal consequences.”
#1punt5 is a production of Utrecht Young Academy and Scientists4Future NL. More
videos are planned later this year. Suggestions for speakers can be send to Sanli
Faez.

April 3rd: Global climate strike
Mark your agendas: the next big climate strike by
Fridays for Future will be held on Friday April 3,
2020. Exact location to be determined, but it will be in
Utrecht.
It is essential that scientists and scholars show their
concern and solidarity with the young strikers, whose
future is on the line. Therefore, S4F NL will again
organise a scientists bloc, mobilize as many fellow
academics as possible and be loud.
Practical information will follow but we suggest that you already start talking about
the strike with your co-workers.
FFF Facebook event here. See you on April 3rd!

Helpdesk Klimaat
The 2019 consensus statement states that "(...) as scientists and scholars, besides
providing knowledge, we have a moral obligation to inform and warn society about
the state of the planet".
To act on this pledge, a team of scientists related to S4F NL initiated an online
expert system that will provide evidence-based answers to basic climate changerelated questions from the general public. Tentatively dubbed Helpdesk Klimaat,
we take inspiration from a similar platform in the area of health and medicine called
Cyberpoli (www.cyberpoli.nl). Target audiences are students and school teachers.
We will keep you up to date about when the platform comes online.
Expert input is essential in providing reliable information. If you are willing to
provide your expertise and help us answering questions, please join our team by
sending an email to helpdesk@scientists4future.nl mentioning your area of
expertise.

Australian fire statement from scientists
There is no strong, resilient Australia without deep cuts to greenhouse gas
emission, says an open letter from Australian scientists outlining how
anthropogenic climate change may have affected the 2019/20 bushfires in Australia.
The statement, published last week, calls on Australian leaders to take strong
climate action.
Depending on when you are reading this, the statement may still be open for
available for co-signing by international scientists who have a peer reviewed
publication in a relevant field (climate, weather and fire science). S4F NL member
Tanya Lippmann was involved in the writing of the statement. Well done Tanya!

Australian wildfires. Photo by Meganesia, Wikipedia

UU meet & greet event
On Monday 27th of January, around 20 people
from all career stages came to meet at the Uithof
of the University of Utrecht (UU). After a short
introduction on S4F NL we discussed how (and
why) we should work together to make climate
change a top priority at the university and
beyond. Ideas were exhanged and connections
were made. Thank you all for coming!
We would like to host the next meet & greet
event at one of the city centre locations of the
UU. If you are working at a location in the city centre (e.g. in Law) and can offer
some help with organising this event, please contact us at
Utrecht@scientists4future.nl

Opinion piece in ScienceGuide by Sanli Faez
"Are Dutch universities ready to address climate change?"
This question was recently posed by dr. Sanli Faez (UU, S4F NL) in ScienceGuide. His
answer in one word: no.
In 2019, over 2,000 Dutch scientists and scholars have signed a consensus
statement acknowledging the concerns of the Fridays for Future climate strikers. To
combat climate change, universities should adapt too. Some changes are carried
out in logistics and facilities. For instance, the UU as an organization aims to be
CO2-neutral in 2030. However, Faez emphasizes that the core activities of the
university -- education and research -- should transition as well. “It is past the time
that our academic institutions take a holistic analysis of their core activities.”
Utrecht Young Academy has asked the UU board to set up a climate crisis taskforce.
This team is meant to prepare the educational programs and research agenda for a
climate-neutral society. Faez poses several critical questions in his article that the
taskforce is supposed to address, such as how students should be prepared for
various climate scenarios and whether the university should facilitate research that
contradicts sustainable development.
Faez urges everybody to act if their workspace is not yet prepared for this
transformation. “It is your right as a citizen and your duty as an employee to ask for
more action.” All hands are needed on deck to complete this novel and urgent
academic mission.
Full article on ScienceGuide

Climate activism at Utrecht University
"If the alternative is that we do not step forward because we are
afraid that people will not follow us, then we will never move
forward"
Daniele Castellana (UU, S4F NL) was recently interviewed on the
topic of climate activism. Daniele is currently finalizing his PhD in
climate sciences at the Institute for Marine and Atmospheric
Research and is a supporter of Extinction Rebellion. The other
interviewee is Floris van den Berg, assistant professor in
environmental philosophy and a campaigner for veganism.
Full article on UU website

Sail for the Future & hacking the climate
guest article by Sail for the Future
In November 2020, the world's leaders will gather in Scotland to discuss climate
change at the COP. However, to create a sustainable future, changing policy is not
enough, businesses also need to innovate. Thereby, policymakers and scientists will
generally be flying to the event.
That is why we will do two things:
- Gather an armada of sailing boats to cross the channel in a sustainable way
- Organize a 'climate hack': with a large number of companies, we accept the
challenge to 'hack' our climate crisis. Companies will formulate sustainability
challenges. Teams of experts, young minds, scientists, young professionals, and
other changemakers will work on those challenges for five days under the
supervision of experienced innovators and facilitators.
We are still looking for organizational committee members to help us realize our
grand project. These members should have an affinity with, or a passion for, climate
and/or sailing. We define ourselves by our great enthusiasm and can-do mentality. If
you want to contribute, we find a place in our organization where you can thrive.
Also, we see our organization as a community, and are therefore looking for
committee members that are willing to commit themselves to a team.
Contact Sail for the Future

Upcoming events
Thu 13 Feb - S4F NL national group meeting
online and offline, 19:00-21:00, contact us for details.
Sat 28 March: Earth Hour
https://www.earthhour.org/
Fri 21 February: S4F Nijmegen meeting
at 12:00 at the microbiology department, FNWI. Contact Michiel in 't Zandt for
details
Fri 3 April - Global Climate Strike
In Utrecht.

More national and international news regarding the role of scientists in times of
climate crisis is shared on Facebook and Twitter.
Scientists4Future NL
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